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The Commission has issued the enclosed Amendment No. Y3 to Provisional 
Operating License No. DPR-19 for Dresden Nuclear Power Station, Unit 
No. 2. The amendment is in response to your request of January 15, 
1979, as supplemented by your letters dated March 2, 1979, April 6, 
April 12 and April 20, 1979.  

This amendment (1) authorizes operation with 160 8 x 8 R fuel 
assemblies, (2) incorporates revised operating limits to.reflect the 
plant specific analysis submitted in support of Reload No. 4, and 
(3) modifies License Condition 3.F to revise the end-of-cycle coast
down limits to reflect Cycle 4 conditions.  

Copies of our related Safety Evaluation and the Notice of Issuance 
are also enclosed.  

Sincerely,

Enclosures: 
1. Amendment No.02 to 

License No. DPR-19 
2. Safety Evaluation 
3. Notice of Issuance 
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•NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

April 24, 1979 

Docket No. 50-237 

Mr. Cordell Reed 
Assistant Vice President 
Commonwealth Edison Company 
Post Office Box 767 
Chicago, Illinois 60690 

Dear Mr. Reed: 

The Commission has issued the enclosed Amendment No. 43 to Provisional 
Operating License No. DPR-19 for Dresden Nuclear Power Station, Unit 
No. 2. The amendment is in response to your request of January 15, 
1979, as supplemented by your letters dated March 2, 1979, April 6, 
April 12 and April 20, 1979.  

This amendment (1) authorizes operation with 160 8 x 8 R fuel 
assemblies, (2) incorporates revised operating limits to reflect the 
plant specific analysis submitted in support of Reload No. 4, and 
(3) modifies License Condition 3.F to revise the end-of-cycle coast
down limits to reflect Cycle 4 conditions.  

Copies of our related Safety Evaluation and the Notice of Issuance 
are also enclosed.  

Sincerely, 

Dennis L. Ziemann'Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #2 
Division of Operating Reactors 

Enclosures: 
1. Amendment No. 43 to 

License No. DPR-19 
2. Safety Evaluation 
3. Notice of Issuance 

cc w/enclosures: 
See next page 
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- -pril 24, 1979Mr. Cordell Reed

cc w/enclosures: 
Isham, Lincoln & Beale 
Counselors at Law 
One First National Plaza, 42nd Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60603 

Mr. B. B. Stephenson 
Plant Superintendent 
Dresden Nuclear Power Station 
Rural Route #1 
Morris, Illinois 60450 

Anthony Z. Roisman 
Natural Resources Defense Council 
917 15th Street, N. W.  
Washington, D. C. 20005 

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
ATTN: Jimmy L. Barker 
P. 0. Box 706 
Morris, Illinois 60450 

Susan N. Sekuler 
Assistant Attorney General 
Environmental Control Division 
188 W. Randolph Street 
Suite 2315 
Chicago,.Illinois 60601

.*Department of Public Health 
ATTN: Chief, Division of 

Nuclear Safety 
535 West Jefferson 
Springfield, Illinois 62761 

Director, Technical Assessment 
Division 

Office of Radiation Programs 
(AW-459) 

U. S. Environmental Protection 
Agency 

Crystal Mall #2 
Arlington, Virginia 20460 

U. S. Environmental Protection 
Agency 

Federal Activities Branch 
Region V Office 
ATTN: EIS COORDINATOR 
230 South Dearborn Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60604

Morris Public Library 
604 Liberty Street 
Morris, Illinois 60451 

,Chairman 
Board of Supervisors of 

Grundy County 
Grundy County Courthouse 
Morris, Illinois 60450 

*(w/cy. of CECo incoming dtd. 3/2/79, 4/6/79, 

4/12/79 and 4/20/79)
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UNITED STATES 

•NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
ZWASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY 

DOCKET NO. 50-237 

DRESDEN NUCLEAR POWER STATION UNIT NO. 2 

AMENDMENT TO PROVISIONAL OPERATING LICENSE 

Amendment No. 43 

License No. DPR-19 

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found that: 

A. The application for amendment by the Commonwealth Edison 
Company (the licensee) dated January 15, 1979, as supplemented 
March 2, 1979, April 6, 1979, April 12, 1979 and April 20, 1979, 
complies with the standards and requirements of the Atomic Energy 
Act of 1954, as amended (the Act), and the Commission's rules and 
regulations set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I; 

B. The facility will operate in conformity with the application, 
the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of 
the Commission; 

C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities authorized 
by this amendment can be conducted without endangering the 
health and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities 
will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations; 

D. The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the 
common defense and security or to the health and safety of 
the public; and 

E. The issuance of this amendment is in accordance with 10 CFR Part 
51 of the Commission's regulations and all applicable requirements 
have been satisfied.  

V/c6(00o061
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2. Accordingly, the license is amended by changes to the Technical 

Specifications as indicated in the attachment to this license 

amendment and paragraphs 3.B and 3.F of Provisional Operating 

License No. DPR-19 are hereby amended to read as follows: 

B. Technical Specifications 

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendix 
A, as revised through Amendment No. 43, are hereby 

incorporated in the license. The licensee shall 
operate the facility in accordance with the 
Technical Specifications.  

F. Restrictions 

Reactor power level shall be limited to maintain 
pressure margin to the safety valve setpoints during 

the worst case pressurization transient. The 
magnitude of the power limitation, if any, and the 

point in the cycle at which it shall be applied is 

specified in the Reload No. 4 licensing submittal for 

Dresden Unit 2 (NEDO-24160). Subsequent operation in 

the coastdown mode to 70% rated power is permitted 
based on the Generic Reload Fuel Application (NEDE

24011). Plant operation in the coastdown mode from 

70% to 40% rated power shall be limited to the 

operating plan described in NEDO-24034 (Dresden 2 

Reload No. 3) using full recirculation flow.  

3. This license amendment is effective as of the date of its issuance.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR EGULATORY COMMISSION 

Richard H. Vollmer, Assistant Director 

for Systems & Projects 

Division of Operating Reactors 

Attachment: 
Changes to the Technical 

Specifications 

Date of Issuance: April 24, 1979



ATTACHMENT TO LICENSE AMENDMENT NO. 43 

PROVISIONAL OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-19 

DOCKET NO. 50-237 

Revise Appendix A Technical Specifications by removing the following 

pages and by inserting the enclosed pages. The revised pages contain 

the captioned amendment number and marginal lines indicating the area 

of change.
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1 1 �P�PV LIMIT
I0 I-tFWLII

1.1 FUEL CLADDING INTEGRITY

Applicability 

The Safety Limits established to 
preserve the fuel cladding integrity 
apply to those variables which 
monitor the fuel thermal behavior.  

Objective 

The objective of the Safety Limits 
is to establish limits below which 
the integrity of the fuel cladding 
is preserved.  

Specifications 

A. Reactor Pressure 7800 psig and Core
Flow >10% of Rated

I
The existence of a minimum critical 
power ratio (MCPR) less than 1.07 
shall constitute violation of the 
fuel cladding integrity safety limit.

2.1 LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTING

2.1 FUEL CLADDING INTEGRITY

Applicability 

The Limiting Safety System Settings 
apply to trip settings of the 
instruments and devices which are 
provided to prevent the fuel cladding 
integrity Safety Limits from being 
exceeded.  

Objective 

The objective of the Limiting Safety 
System Settings is to define the level 
of the process variables at which 
automatic protective action is 
initiated to prevent the fuel cladding 
integrity Safety Limits from being 
exceeded., 

Specifications 

A. Neutron Flux Trip Settings 

The limiting safety system trip 
settings shall be as specified 
below: 

5
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1.1 SAFETY LIMIT 2.1 LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SITTING 

1. APRM Flux Scram Trip Settinq (Run Mode) 

When the reactor mode switch is in the 

run position, the APRM flux scram 

setting shall be: 

S !!5 [65W + 551 FLTPF1 
['LT- PF .  

with a maxium set point of 120% for core 

flow equal to 98 x 106 lb/hr and greater.  

where: 

S setting in percent of rated power 

W percent of drive flow required to 

produce a rated core flow of 

98 M1b/hr.  

TPF - LTPF unless the combination of power 

and peak LHGR is above the curve in 

Figure 2.1-2 at which point the 

actual peaking factor value shall be 
used.  

LTPF = 3.05 (7x7 fuel assemblies) 
3.01 (8x8 fuel assemblies) 
2.98 (8x8 R fuel assemblies) 

2. APRM Flux Scram Trip Setting (Refuel or 

Startup and Hot Standby Mode) 

When the reactor mode switch is in the 

refuel or startup/hot standby position, 

the APRM scram shall be set at less 

than or equal to 15% of rated neutron 
flux.  

6
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2.1 LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTING
1 1 •AVRTY LIMIT

B. Core Thermal Power Limit (Reactor 
Pressure 6-800 psig)

When the reactor pressure is _.-800 psig 

or core flow is less than 10% of rated, 

the core thermal power shall not exceed 

25% of rated thermal power.  

C., Power Transient 

1. The neutron flux shall not exceed the 
scram setting established in Specifica
tion 2.1.A for longer than 1.5 seconds 

as indicated by the process computer.  

2. when the process computer is out of 

service, this safety limit shall be 
assumed to be exceeded if the neutron 
flux exceeds the scram setting 
established by Specification 2.1.A 
and a control rod scram does not occur.  

D. Reactor Water Level (Shutdown Condition) 

Whenever the reactor is in the shutdown 

condition with irradiated fuel in the 

reactor vessel, the water level shall not be 

less than that corresponding to 12 inches above 

the top of the active fuel when it is seated 

I in the core.* 

*Top of active fuel is defined to be 

360" above vessel zero. (see Bases 3.2)

3. IRM Flux Scram Trip Setting 

The IRM flux scram setting shall be 
set at less than or equal to 120/125 
of full scale.  

B. APRM Rod Block Setting 

The APRM rod block setting shall be: 

S --- [65W + 41 ITPF 
LTPF J 

The definitions used above for the APRM 
scram trip apply.  

7
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Le.. t•'"•' YTMT'Tr' 2.1 LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTING 0LJ &L1S LJ JJL~. i

C. Reactor low water level scram setting shall 
be•_144" above the top of the active fuel 
at normal operating conditions.* 

D. Reactor low water level ECCS initiation 
shall be 84" (S::) above the top of the 
active fuel at normal operating 
conditions.* 

E. Turbine stop valve scram shall be 
".&10% valve closure from full open.  

F. Generator Load Rejection Scram shall 
initiate upon actuation of the fast 
closure solenoid valves which trip 
the turbine control valves.  

G. Main Steamline Isolation Valve Closure 
Scram shall be z10% valve closure from 
full open.  

H. Main Steamline Pressure initiation of main 
steamline isolation valve closure shall 
be _ 850 psig.  

I. Turbine Control Valve Closure Scram on 
loss of control oil pressure shall be 
set at greater than or equal to 900 psig.  

*Top of active fuel is defined tQ be 

360" above vessel zero. (See Bases 3.2) 

8 
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CORE THERMAL POWER (PERCENT OF RATED)

Figure 2.1-2 
PEA- LI- GR VERSU

FOR A LI-iITINIG
S CORE THER['iIAL POWER 
TOTAL PEA(ING FACTOR 9
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*1

1.1 SAFETY LIMIT BASES

FUEL CLADDING INTEGRITY

The fuel cladding integrity limit is set such 
that no calculated fuel damage would occur as 
a result of an abnormal operational transient.  
Because fuel damage is not directly observable, 
a step-back approach is used to establish a 
Safety Limit such that the minimum critical power 
ratio (MCPR) is no less than 1.07. MCPR> 1.07 
represents a conservative margin relative to the 
conditions required to maintain fuel cladding 
integrity.  

The fuel cladding is one of the physical barriers 
which separate radioactive materials from the 
environs. The integrity of this cladding barrier 
is related to its relative freedom from perfora
tions or cracking. Although some corrosion or use 
related cracking may occur during the life of the 
cladding, fission product migration from this 
source is incrementally cumulative and continuously 
measurable. Fuel cladding perforations, however, 
can result from thermal stresses which occur from 
reactor operation significantly above design 
conditions and the protection system safety 
settings. While fission product migration from 
cladding perforation is just as measurable as 
that from use related cracking, the thermally 
caused cladding perforations signal a threshold, 
beyond which still greater thermal stresses may 
cause gross rather than incremental cladding 
deterioration. Therefore, the fuel cladding 
Safety Limit is defined with margin to the 
conditions which would produce onset of transition

boiling, (MCPR of 1.0). These conditions 
represent a significant departure from the 
condition intended by design for planned 
operation.  

A. Reactor Pressure7800 psig and Core 
Flow•'10% of Rated 

Onset of transition boiling results in 
a decrease in heat transfer from the 
clad and, therefore, elevated clad 
temperature and the possibility of clad 
failure. However, the existence of critical 
power, or boiling transition, is not a 
directly observable parameter in an 
operating reactor. Therefore, the margin 
to boiling transition is calculated from 
plant operating parameters such as core 
power, core flow, feedwater temperature, 
and core power distribution. The margin 
for each fuel assembly is characterized by 
the critical power ration (CPR) which is 
the ratio of the bundle power which would 
produce onset of transition boiling divided 
by the actual bundle power. The minimum 
value of this ratio for any bundle in the 
core is the minimum critical power ratio 
(MCPR). It is assumed that the plant 
operation is controlled to the nominal 
protective setpoints via the instrumented 
variables. (Figure 2.1-3).

10
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1.1.A Reactor Pressure'800 psig and Core
Flow -10% of Rated (Cont'd)

I The Safety Limit (MCPR of 1.07) has sufficient 
conservatism to assure that in the event of 
an abnormal operational transient initiated 
from a normal operating condition more than 
99.9% of the fuel rods in the core are ex
pected to avoid boiling transition. The 
margin between MCPR of 1.0 (onset of 
transition boiling) and the safety limit, 
1.07, is derived from a detailed statistical 
analysis considering all of the uncertainties 
in monitoring the core operating state in
cluding uncertainty in the boiling transition 
correlation. See e.g. Reference (1) 

Because the boiling transition correlation 
is based on a large quantity of full scale 
data, there is a very high confidence that 

operation of a fuel assembly at the con
dition of MCPR = 1.07 would not produce 
boiling transition.  

However, if boiling transition were to occur, 

clad perforation would not be expected.  
Cladding temperatures would increase to 
approximately 1100°F which is below the 
perforation temperature of the cladding 
material. This has been verified by tests 

in the General Electric Test Reactor (GETR) 
where similar fuel operated above the 
critical heat flux for a significant period 
of time (30 minutes) without clad perforation.

Amendment No. X', 43

I I QA'VVMV T-TMTM UAQV9

If reactor pressure should ever exceed 1400 
psig during normal power operation (the limit 
of applicability of the boiling transition 
correlation), it would be assumed that the 
fuel cladding integrity Safety Limit has 
been violated.  

In addition to the boiling transition limit 
(MCPR), operation is constrained to a maximum 
LHGR - 17.5 kw/ft for 7x7 fuel and 13.4 kw/ft 

for 8 x 8 and 8 x 8R fuel. This constraint is 
established by specifications 2.1.A.1 and 

3.5.J. Specification 2.1.A.1 established 
limiting total peaking factors (LTPF) which 

constrain LHGR's to the maximum values at 
100% power and established procedures for 
adjusting APRM scram settings which maintain 
equivalent safety margins when the total 
peak factor (TPF) exceeds the LTPF.  
Specification 3.5.J established the LHGR 
max. which cannot be exceeded under steady 
power operation.  

(1) NEDO-20694, "General Electric Boiling 
Water Reactor Reload No. 3 Licensing 
Submittal for Dresden Nuclear Power 
Station Unit 3." 

11
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Safety Limit eaises (cont'd) 

B. Core Thermal Power Limit (Reactor ?ressure< 800 psia) 

At pressures below 800 psia, the 

core elevation pressure drop (0 .  

power, 0 flow) is greater than 4.56 
psi.- At low powers and flows this 

pressure differential is miaintalned 

in the bypnoss re_•ion of the core.  

Since the pressure drop in the bypass 

rerion Is ezzentlz'lly nll elevstilon 

hecd, the core press'ure drop 3t low'; 

powc:-rs and flo'..;s .- Ill always be greater 

than 4.56 psi. fyiplyses show thit 

w•ith a flow of 28x10 3 lbs/hr. bundle 

flo-;w, bundle pre sure drop is nearly 

Independent of bundle power and has 

a value of 3.5 psi. Thus, the bundle 

flo,; with a 4.56 psi drivifkn- bead 

",.;1Il be •reater than 2.•E•x! 3 lbs/hr.  

Full scale A'ULJS test data taken at 

pressures from 14.7 poia to 800 psia 

ind.lc;•t th.at the fuel assembly 

critical po,..er at this flow Is approxi

r.ately 3.35 Mt. At 25%, off rated 

theri-Fal po-wer, the pe.-a po,.;ered bun

dle w.;ould have to be ooer.t•nLl at 

3.61, times the. averaCe po.vered bundle 

'in order to achieve this bundle po-.:er.  

Thus, a core therr..'!l power liMit of 

25% for reactor pressure`s below 800 

psia 1s conservative.  

C. Power Transient 
During transient operation the heat flux 

(thermal power-to-water) would lag be

hind the neutron flux due to the inherent 

heat transfer tine constant of the fuel 

V,h'.cb is 8-9 seconds. Also, the li:nitiln_ 

-afetv system scram Uevvlg are at valuee

which will not allow the reactor to 
be operated above the safety limit 

during normal operation or during 

other plant operating situations which 

have been analyzed in detail. In 

addition, control rod scrams are such 

that for normal operatlor trenslernts 
t enutrol flux L.n Z isrt S i

;v.,ted nefore ;I s S'fica. incr~aue 

i,, surf;-ce heat flux occurs. Scrotam 

t~:rcs of ench control rod are checked 

each 1-efueli:1,; outz;e and at lea!st 

every .32,e5 5,-• -.rc checl.ed to as

.... r dequa te -,,-t'on t[1rue5. Exýceed

In- a neutron flux scr2:n cettoans and 

a failure of the control rods to reduce 

flux to less tban the scrara setting 

within 1.5 seconds does not necessarily 

i4-'r y that fuel is d&-m!ged; ho%..ever, 

f "r this spec,.•-ca_-ol a safety lit 

vel-rtcfl will be assumL'ed any time a 

neutron flux scrom settIng Is exceeded 

for lon-er thlrn 1.5 seconds.  

if the scram occurs such that the neu

tron flux dwell time above the limnIt

in;- safety system c-ettln_, is less than 

1.7 seconds, the s.ifety limit %Ill r,, 

be exceeded for normal turbine or sen

erator trios, which arn the mo=t severe 
o-r --,- ou ,:rnt1j ,- t ,anýf jents exp cted 

Tnese on2iy5es ,how.i. that even If the 

bo:i;3s vystef:n falls to opervte, the 

d . i lI:-rIt of ,'Pi -1.07 Is not 

excceded. Th1s1, u.3 of a 1.5 second 

li-mLt provides additional marýin.

12
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2,i.A. Neutron Flux* Trip--Settinr 

3.RFU FIlu.x Scram Trip S'etting (corittd) 

Th e IRM scram trip settin!; of 120 
~ilvis-.on3 -1, active In each *ronge.of 
the :uIRM. For cpeif 'the Instru

rr~n wer on anc 1, the scram setting 
WoUld be a 120 divisi~ons for thait range; 
i kew~i3e, If the lnstrurientl were on rang-e 

5, the scrarn would be 120 clivIs Ionos on 
that rirn.e. Thus, as the IRi, Is ran-ed 
UP to accomodeteý the Increase in powe;r, 
level, the zscrnm- trip 5ett~nco Is also 
ranEged up.  

The most zivnificant sources of rezc
ti~l&Ity chzange cdurIrxS the power Increase 
arc duaotO control r-od withdra~wal. In 
order to erizure that the IRM ProviAded 

adeuac roecio aainsto the siný-lc 
rod cilr~a rror, a range of' rod 

th(:al acld~it3 <);s nn-'ly ed. This 
ar2l~ nclvdeýd ztartiý n; thc Ccc;.cient 

at va-rlous po,,:er levela. The moot, se

vcre case Invo:lves an Initial conci t~ion 
In wh-Alch the reanctor is jusjt culocrit-cal 

.6~ the 1:11- sy-Lumn Is not yetU on scale.

2.1.B

I

I dti oi in'A con ervn t..ism wa ta kcn '111 thi13 
a~.y~z~j~.o .y that Lbe EI': chLi~f~inncl 

clo.,cst t%-o the wt'rmirod 13 bypassed.' 
TZh( xesultls off thlis ana!ly:sis 3how.. Chat the 
ractýlor 4.3 rzn.:' and pevik t'o!.4cr lm 
Lo o:,-: percent of rate- owtu3~~n 
IO1a :,i~CPRi Poovc 1.07. Lt-ed on thc iabove 

aa:~ls ~,the2 lliM prov;,,J'-:z prote-ction :ds 
3.ocz-1 co.-Itrol VOd ;.tCr; -rrors "11d conl

ti.fj'I ~ I h' rw:].of cositrol roei, In --eitctce 
~ )' OjUC (JJ'~L:) p~t'C tiOr ir tAIc A1'ilM.

APRM Roj, Block Trip SettinK

Reactor power level may be varied by 
rmoving control rods or by varying 
the recircula.tion flow rate, The APR?4 
qsystcm provIdes a control rc'J block to 
p.revcnt rod withdrawal. beyond a given 
polint at constant recirculation. flow 
r;1tC to protcet. nfinjSt the cond ~tiori 
of a ý'CiH less thaii 1.017. Th 13 rod 
block trip. Sctt ir-. w~hich Is :ýutc
m~itically varied with rceircula'tion 
loop flow rate, prevents an !:icrocýsej 
in thi reactor powcr lieve-l "to ecxeýs
.,ivc vnluesc duo t-o c-ontrol rao wvi~h

draw.al. Thc I'low vz 1zable trlo sctting 
provides Zuu t-ntiz2]. max>1~n from fuel 
(1a:nce, nz:dca atc,-tne pra

ent Ire re~ir iaCinf3 ; nr~*de h 
m:~!nto the Safe~ty LIialt inecra3ses zs 

tho flow., decreasze's for th2 zpoc~fled 
tri!p :'ettlng vercsus flow.- rcl::.tion7shlp;
therefore the worst cane 1*CR ,;huich 
could occur durinSg st.1eady-zL:1tc- opera
""~on Is at 106,c or rated thcr;-:al po-.-:er 
because of the APMrod block trip 
uc t 1%7,. The 3ctul.U1 pose;r dci tribut Ion 
In t core Is c3 ta'b -olioed by cspeuIf led 
control. rod sequences and Is motiltored 
cont~inuously 1)y the. in-core LMI1* syStemn.  
P..; "'. 1 III" thte~ scranf trip ser:t ifln,

the n . rorl Dlock tvrip 13t Ii I A
J uste'dc...n;word j" Uf the ima:. ia~c total3 

1) 'r.. *ItoA eXCeed3 1.hC 11MI~till'
totalrod fctor, thus3 prc~r.rvinv, 

the, ro ~ (-,s f ty 2.1.1 L,i..

Amendment No. X1, 43



E, TurbIno Stop Valve Scre., - The turbine stop vwlve 
closure ascran trip enticipatcs tha prcssurO, 
ne2utron fl,uL and htat flux Incre.-.o that could 

result £frcm rapeld c•¢suta of the turbine stop 

.Ivv. 'ith a scram trio cotting of 10 
v-rcn't of valve clo;uru from full ol-n, tho 

renultant increase in swrface heat flux is 

Wlin! ed such that UCPR rem.ains above -1.012 cven 

durlng the.wor•t carc transient that assunes the 

turbine byýIG:s is cles-:.  

F. Generator Load Rejection Scram - The genera

tor load rejection scram is provided to 

anticipate the rapid increase in pressure 

and neutron flux resulting from 

fast closure of the turbine control valves 

due '-o a load rejoction and subsequent 
fzllure of the byw":.sz; i.e., it prevents 

aiC.-, from becoming less than 1.Olfor this 

t rar.,;cnt. For the load rejection from 
lrO0D powcer, the Ij'R increase* to only 

"'c6.5:' of its rated value which results 
in only a s3zall decreauc in -r2P.R.

C. Reactor Coolant Low Pressure Initiates Main Steam 
Isolation Valve Ciosure - The low pressure isolation 

at 850 psig was provided to give protection against 

fast reactor depressurization and the .resulting 

rapid cooldown of the vessel. Advantage was taken 

of the scram feature which occurs when the main 

stean. line isolation valves are closed to provide 

for reactor shutdown so that operation at pressures 

lower tan those specificd in the tier-mal hydraulic 
safcty limit does not occur, although operation 

at a pressure lower than 850 psig would not necessarily 

constitute an unsafe condition.  

H. Main Steam Line Isolation Vnlve Closure Scram - The 

low pressure isolation of the main steam lines at 

850 psig was provided to give protectlon against 

rapid reactor depressurization end the resulting 

rapid cooldown of the vessel. Advantage was taken 

of the scram fcature which occurs when the main 

steam line isolation valves are closed, to provide 

for reactor shutdown so that high power operation 

at low reactor pressure does not occur, thus providing 

protection for the fuel cladding integrity safety 

limit. Operation of the reactor at pressures lower 

than 850 psig requires that the reactor mode switch 

be in the startup.position where protection of the 

fuel cladding integrity safety limit is provided by 

the lRM high neutron flux scram. Thus, the combination 

of ,nain steam line low pressure isolation and isolation 

valve closure scram assures the availability of 

neutron flux scram protection over the entire 

range of applicability of the fuel cladding integrity 

safety limit. In addition, the isolation valve 

.closure scram anticipa.tes the pressure and flux 

transients which occur during normal or inadvertent 

isolation valve closure. With the scriins set at 

10% valve clo:are,there is no increase in neutron 
flX.

Amendmient No, ;A', 43
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1.2 SAFETY LIMIT 2.2 LIMITING SAFETY SYSTI.:M SETm�G

1.2 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

Applicability: 

Applies to limits on reactor coolant system 
pressure.  

Objective: 

To cst-blish a limit befow which the Integrity of 
the recetor coolant system is not threatened due 
to an ovcrpressure condition.  

Specificntion: 

The reactor coolant system pressure shall not 
exceed 1325 psig at any time when irradiated fuel 
is present in the reactor vessel.

2.2 REACTOIR COOLANT SYSTEM.  

- Applicabilityv: 

Applies to trip settings of the instruments and 
devices which are provided to prevent the reactor 
system safety limits from being exceeded.  

Objective: 

To define the level of the process variables at 
which autontatic protective action is initiated to 
prevent the safety limits-from being exceeded.  

Specification: 

A. Reactor Coolant lligh Pressure Scram shall be 
I I060 psig.  

B. Primary System Safety Valve Nominal Settings 
shall be as follows: 

1 valve at 115, psig* 
2 valves at 1240 psig 
2 valves at 1250 psig 
2 valves at 1260 psig 
2 valves at 1260 psig 

The allowable setpoint error for each 
valve shall be ±1%.  

*Target Rock combination safety/relief 
valve 
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TABLE 3. 1. 1 (cont) 

Notes: 

•. There shall be two operable or tripped trip systems for each function.  

2. Permissible to bypisi. with control rod block, for reactor protection system reset in refuel and shutdown positions of the reactor mode switch.  

3 Permissible to b)piss when reactor pressure is<t,00 psig.  

4. Permissible to bypass when first stage turbine pressure is less than that which corresponds to 4.57a rated steam flow.  

5. IRM's, ate bypassed when APRM's are onscale and the reactor mode switch is in the run position.  

T,. the design permits closure of any one valve without A scram being initiittet.  

* When the rc.,cor is subcritical and the reactor water temperature is less tai-n 212 0 F. only the following trip functions need to be operable: 

a. Mode Switch ill Shutdown 

b. Manual Scram 

c. High Flux IRM 

d. Scram Discharge Volume High Level 

8. Not requirt.d to be oper.able when primary containment integrity is not required.  

-. Not requwrct whilc performing low po-.,er physics tests it ýtmospht.enr preýsurc during or after refueling at power levels not to exceed 5 MW(t).  

1V.. May be bp.,sied when necessar: durinr pu:ging for containment inertinq or deinerting.  

11. Not reqcird to be opera.ble when the reactor pressure %eis-c head is net bolted to the vessel.  

1":. The APM'V eow,,scale trip function is au:omdticall) bypassed when ti•e reactor .-nouc switch is in the refuel and startup/hot s:an,'by positions.  

13. The API.M Cow ,nsc-.ic :rip fanction is .Axzomaticallý b)passcd when :hý IRM instrumentation is operable and not high.  

• 14. The APRYX 15% scram is bypassed in the run mode.  

"If the first column c.,nnot be net for one of the rtip ivter.. that trip system shall he tripped.  
if the first colunn cannot b- n-t for both trp ,the ipprop::.te actions listed below shall be taken: 

A. lizit,: irs,-rtior, of opcr,,ble rocs and complete insertion of al! operable rods within four hours.  

8. Redae poker le'el to 1R.1 r.,eC aiiý place !r.O,:e iý' ict. in t.e :.art.Ip/iot St.,ndby positon within 8 hours.  

C. keduce "urbo~ c c..,t - .z., • n. :.n -tearnli%. :o.atlcn .ai\•s '.:. n hOurs.  

S An APRM. wil. bL Cus I-,cItC '.opr.,bce if there are less t:...n 2 i•:p•:ts per level or there are ies. than -,,- of the norm-l complement of 

LPR\!'s to an APRM.  
•. 1I inch on t•h-. Ater level ins::!:n, r.tation is 2. 504" above vessel 0 (See Bases 3.2).  

. . . . Trips upon actua:ion of the fait clo~ure solenoid which trips the turbine control valves.  

24 
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TABLE 3. 2.'1

INSTRUMENTATION THAT INITIATES PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION FUNCTIONS

Minimum No. of 
Operable Inst.  
Channels per Ato 3 

Trip System (1) Instruments Trip Level Setting Action (3)

Reactor Low Water 

Reactor Low Low Water 

High dryweli pressure 

High Flow Main Steam line 

High Temperature Main Steam Line 

Tunnel 

High Radiation Main Steam Line 

Tunnel (6) 

Low Pressure Main Steamline 

High Flow Isolation Condenser Line 

Steamline Side 

Condensate Return Side

2 High Flow IIPCI Steam Line 

4 High Temperature HPCI Steam Line 
Area

>144"above top of active fuel* 

> 84"above top of active fuel * 

.<2 psig rated (4), (5) 

< 1201% of rated steam flow 

f2000F 

s 3 times normal rated.power back
ground 

.>850 psig 

f 20 psi diff. on steamline side 

S32"' water diff. on condensate 
:7eturn side 

S:150" water

.IA 

A 

A 
B

B 

B 

B 

C 

C 

D

L D

Notcs: 

I. Whenever primary containment integrity is required, there shall be two opeisble or tripped trip systems for each function, except for low pressure main 

steamline which only need be available in the RUN position.  

2. Per each steamline.  

3. Action: If the first column cannot be met for one of the trip systems. that uip system shall be tripped.  

*Top of active fuel is defined as 360" above vessel zero for all water levels used 

in the LOCA Analysis (See Bases 3.2). 38 

Change No. 10 
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TABLE 3.2.2 

INSTRUMENTATION THAT INITIATES OR CONTROLS THE CORE AND CONTAINMENT COOLING SYSTEMS

Min. No. of Operable 
Inst. Channels per 
Trip System (1) Trip Function Trip Level Setting Remarks 

S+4" 
2_Reactor Low Low Water 84" @ -,) above top of 1. In conjunction with low reactor 
Level active fuel * pressure initiates core spray 

and LPCI.  
2. In conjunction with high dry-well 

pressure 120 sec. time delay, 
and low pressure core cooling 
interlock initiates auto blowvown.  

3. Initiates HPCI and SBGTS.  
4. Initiates starting of diesel 

generators.  

1. Initiates core spray, LPCI, 
2High Drywell Pressure •2 psig HPCI, and SBGTS.  
(2), (3) 2. In conjunction with low low water 

level, 120 sec. time delay, and 
low pressure core cooling inter
lock initiates auto blowdown.  

3. Initiates starting of diesel 
generators.  

Reactor Low Pressure 300 psigi<p!<350 palg 1. Permissive for opening 
core spray and LPCI 
admission valves.  

2. In conjunction with low 
low reactor water level ini
ates core spray and LPCI.  

Containment Spray Prevents inadvertent operation 

Interlock of containment spray during 

1(4) 2/3 Core Height ý:2/3 core height accident conditions.  
2(4) Containment High 0.5 psig'- p*1l. 5 psig 

Pressure

Timer Auto Blowdown

I *Top of active fuel is defined as 360" levels used in the LOCA analysis (See

_<120 seconds

above vessel zero for 
Bases 3.2).

In conjunction with low-low 
reactor water level, high 
dry-well pre ssure, and low 
pressure core cooling inter
lock Initiates auto blowdown.

all water 40
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Bases: 

3.2 In addition to reactor protection instrumentation 
which initiates a reactor scram, protective instru
mentation has been provided which initiates action 
to mitigate the consequences of accidents which are 
beyond the operators ability to control, or termi
nates operator errors before they result in serious 
consequences. This set of Specifications provides 
the limiting conditions of operation for the primary 
system isolation function, initiation of the emer
gency core cooling system, control rod block and 
standby gas treatment systems. The objectives of 
the specifications are (i) to assure the effectiveness 
of the protective instrurnentation when required by 
preserving its capability to tolerate a single failure 
of any component of such systems even during peri
ods when portions of such systems are out of service 
for maintenance, and (.i) to prescribe the trip set
tings required to assure adequate performance.  
When necessary, one char.nel may be made inoper
able for brief intervals to conduct required functional 
tests and calibrations.  

Some of the settings on the instrumentation that 
initiates or controls core and containment cooling 
have tolerances explicitly stated where the high and 
low values are both critical and may have a substan
tial effect on safety. It should be noted that the set
points of other instrumentation, where only the high 
or low end of the setting has a direct bearing on 
safety, are chosen at a level away from the normal 
operating range to prevent inadvertent actuation of 
the safety system involved and exposure to abnormal 
situations.  

Isolation valves are installed in those lines that 
penetrate the primary containment and must be 
isolated during a loss of coolant accident so that the 
radiation dose limits are not exceeded during an 
accident condition. Actuation of these valves is 
initiated by protective instrumentation shown in 

Table 3.2. 1 which senses the conditions for which 
isolation is required. Such instrumentation must be 
available whenever primary containment integrity 
is required. The objective is to isolate the primary 
containment so that the guidelines of 10 CFR 100 are 
not exceeded during an accident.

1The :•strumentation w .-ie_ ,., primary system 
isolation is connected in a dual bus arrangement.  
Thus, the discussion given in the bases for Specifi
cation 3. 1 is applicable here.  

The low reactor water level inetru•entation is set 

to trip when reactor water level is 504' (1" on the 

instrument) above vessel zero. 504" above vessel 
zero corresponds to l44* above the top of active 

fuel for types 7 x7, 7 x 7R and 8 x8D fuel.  
However, since fuel type 8 x 8 DRB ( 8 x 8 retrofit) 

has an active fuel length which is 1.24" longer 
then 7 x 7. 7 x ?R and 8 x 8D, and the actual water 
levels for the scrai- and ECCS initiation in the LOCA 
analysis remained unchanged, the top of active fuel 
for all Technical Specification and licensing 
analysis purposes is defined an 360' above vessel 

zero. (It should be noted that the level referenced 
to the top of active fuel is not maningful in the 
analysis, since the level referenced to vessel tero.  

which is used in the (WMO-24416) LA analyis, ana 
remined unchsnged) . This 

trip initiates closure of Group 2, and 3 primary con
tainment isolation valves but does not trip the recir
culation pumps. Ref. Section 7. 7.2.2 SAR. For a 
trip setting of 504" above vessel zero, 
and a 60 second valve closure time the valves will be 
closed before perforation of the clad occurs even for 
the maximum break and therefore the set'ing is 
adequate.  

The low low reactor water level instrumentation is 
set to trip when reactor water level is 444" above 
vessel zero (-59" on the instrument). This 
trip initiates closure of Group 1 primary containment 
isolation valves, Ref. Section 7.7.2.2 SAR, and also 
activates the ECC subsystems, starts the emergency 
diesel generator and trips the recirculation pumps.  
This trip setting level was chosen to be high enough 
to prevent spurious operation but low enough to ini
tiate ECCS operation and primary system isolation 
so that no melting of the fuel cladding will occur and 
so that post accident cooling can be accomplished 
and the guidelines of 10 CFR 100 will not be violated.  
For the complete circumferential break of a 28-inch 
recirculation line and with the trip setting given 
above, ECCS initiation and primary system isolation 
are initiated in time to meet the above criteria. Ref.  
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Two sensors on the isolation condenser supply and 

rctvrn lines are provided to detect the failure of 

isolation condenser line and actuate isolation action.  

The sensors on the supply and return sides are 

arranged in a I out of 2 logic and, to meet the 

si:ngle failure criteria, all sensors and instrumen

tation are required to be operable. The trip settings 

of 20 psig and 32" of water and valve closure time 

are such as to prevent uncovering the core or ex

ceeding site limits. The sensors will actuate due 

to high flow in either direction.  

The 11PCI high flow and temperature instrumentation 

arc provided to detect a break in the IIPCI piping.  

Tripping of this instrumentation results in actuation 

of HIPCI isolation valves; i.e., Group 4 valves.  

Tripping logic for this function is the same as that 

for the isolation condenser and thus all sensors 

are required to be operable to meet the single fail

ure criteria. The trip settings of 200°F and 30010 

of design flow and valve closure time are such that 

core uncovery is prevented and fission product 

relcase is within limits.

I

I.
The instrumentation which initiates I'CCS action is 

arranged in a dual bus system. As for other vital 

insturmentation arranged in this fashion the Speci

fication preserves the effectiveness of the system 

ev-n during periods when maintenance or testing 

is bei ug performed.  

Thoe control rod block functiovn are provided to 

prev,-ciiz t .ess!., control rod ,. ithe-rcual so 

Ia C R does not e.pre=ch 1.07. The trip logic for 

t.i.; feinction is 1 out of r; e.g., any trip on one 

of the six APRKI's, 8 IRM's, or 4 SR.'s will result 

in a rod block. The r-inlnmn instrument channel 

requt. recrnts assure sufficient !ti.:trumentation tO 

asure the sinSle failure criterio are met. The 

Mi;.nu: on Instrujaent channel requiretrietU for the ROM

may be reduced by one for al-hhort period of time to 
allov for maintenance, testing, or calibration.  

rhis tiirc period is only -3% of'the operating -time 

in a m-onth ind does not significa'ntly increase the 

risk of prevcnting an inadvertent control rod with
drawal.  

The APRM rod block function is flow biased' and 

prevents a significant reduction in HCPR estceially 

durlng operation at reduced flow. The APPRM provides 

gross core protection; i.e., limits the gross core 

coutrol rods in the norruvl withdrawal scquence. The 

trips are set so that l*!CIIR is maintiancd greater 
than 1.07.

Tlhe ArM{ rod block function whic'n is net at.  
12Z of rated pover il functicoal in the refuel 

and Startu-plfot Stendby rvodc. T•is control 

rod block provides the same type of protection 

iu the I'u,!- wd Startup/llot Standby mode as 

the t.2Z: flc-i biazed rcd block does in the run 

rode; i.e. . it prevent3 VCUiR fron decreasing 

below 1.0 during control rod withdrzcualn and 

prcventa ccntrol rod withdrc'jal before a 

Dcrz'z 1o rcached.

T'he FjI rod block function provides local 
protection of "the core, i.e., the pre

vention of tra.-ltion boiling in a local region 

of the core, for a oinglc rc•z tithdra.'al error 

frc. a lMzcting ccrtrol rod pattern. The 

trip point it; flc-: biased. The vorct case single 

co-atrol rs.. i-ithdra'-al error har becm cnalyzed 

rnd the resulto nhc:z that with the sperified 

trip nettin-; rod vithidrm-,nl i blocked 

-before th1 -C'ii rach.as 1.07 .thus 
allo'-in- cdcqdeite rargin.

I Bclow 30 le.rcent po'ver, the worst case 
i1t.'!'ra.'J:- of a ni.!o control rod resulto 

In a i-:.C1: Crnacr than 1.07 ,*t.thout rod 

bl~ci: action. Thus, b.clIo-4 thi" po'wcr level 

It is not rquircd.  
48
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I

-ihe Ifl.! roil block f~actiots Pr~v-1423 local z-3: 
v,21 = rrooo core protection. The Ocalkinz 

aral:=O is ouch tbint trip Scetting io less 

tb= a factor of 10 ~tbov tbe tnCicotCd level.  

P~nnyoln ol zlic worct c=C %cci(!Cnt rnsumlts 

in rod block cction bcfore 1C0PR approachf-3 
1 . 01 

A 6cw-,sca-le ir~ication on an AP.I1,A or HIMs is an 

in,':;ation~ tlie instru-nent has faldor theC instru

netis no, sen-uitivc crou:;.i laetz cn h 

jnf7rufll-lh %ill -notr~Y to char~cs In control 

rl not-on and t,,us control rod -notion Is prec-cntO 

2'i:c ciownzcalc tri~ps are sct at 3/123 of full Scaic.  

*The rod block %vhich occurs when t~hc 1IU.1 

6de.tectýors are not fully inscrt-ed in the 

core for tlie refuel and startup/hot 

tstandby pos-ition of the mod s-,:itch has 

been vrovided to aszure that t-hcne 

detectors are in.ih core!- during roactor 

titartup. Th~is, thcrc-lorc, aszs:rc3 th~at

these instrlunments arc in propor position 

t-o proviudc protectijon auring rcactor 

sta to. The IWs pri-azrily provide 

.n'rotcti~on. acrain:5- local ratvt 

cffcctcz in the source and interncdi,-tc 

neutron range.  

r',,r effcti~ve em~ergency core cooling" for small pipe 

brcah:s. the lirC1 sysltemr must fun~cton since reac

,or pressu~rr (:ccs not. 6:acreasc railcnoug,1h to 

aowcifl)výr corc,~r or LPCI to o:peratc ini time.  

Teau',omn-tiC prceas-.-rc relie~f f-Untion is pr. -. ccd 

as a bac*,-.up to) the jPC1 in the C;" evn teIPC7J d0C3 

not orl'.lh ~~:e' fte i:h: n' 
tact s is to t:~ iithi funtio .  

e:;1ai :.e i ii a pur uus epevtion. rhe.cIL rip-

Amendment No. /,43

settinw~s given in the specifilcaton are adeeucate to 
assure the above critcria are met. Bet. section, 

6. 2. 6. 3 SAIR. Thc spocif ication preserves the 
cffcLivereý,s3 of theI systemn durin~g -criods of main

tenaeC.tcstirýg, or calibration, znnd also mm:n-
r,,.sce risk,% of inn:evrtcnt opeCration; i.c. , only 

coneit ~ '~ ciialne~l out of scrvie.  

Two air ejector oft-gas monitors arc provided and 
uwncn t-cir trip point Is r-eached, cause an isolation 

o'I*-air CieCtor o::-gas linc. Isolation is tminii.L!ý 

whcn bethý in:;trumcnts rcach ticir hPhtrip point 

01or ,. or a3 -a:- Upscale trin ind the otacr a o.-n 

sc,-e~ tvrp. 13hcrc is a fiftcen minute eclav before 

the air :-Jcctor off-gaIs isolation V.alvc is closed.  
Tlhis delav is accoui:'tcd for by 'thc .20-minute 

ho"u tp~ oif the off-gas bcfore it, :s rctcaý-cd to 
tile sk1ick.  

Both irnstrumcnts are required for trip but tlkc 

instruments are so dcsigrncd that any instrum~ent 
fa;Iit-rC glvcs a dx.'a-.czlC trip. ThaC triP sctZr~gs 

of '.*.e ina:,.tumeats arc set so that thcisnac 
ous stnck rcensca ratc limit givcn in Spccificavtion 
3.S iS; eAxcccded.  

1our. radiatllon monitors arc provided which 
iniiat islatonof th~c reaicto.r buildirng and 

O-peraton of the standby -as trcatinvr.t system.  

Unhe :utrsarc, locatcd in thec reactor building-
vc: i !:tI un dutand on the refueling floor. 'Thd 
tr-.p lo-ýic is a 1 out of 2 for each set an~d eaich 

set. can initiate a trip ~ndcpt:)i(!nt of the *othcr 
se.Ary u.pscale trip wvill cause Lhc desired 

act n. Trip scettii-,, of 11 mr/Sr for tihe 
ri~::i'rsin the vengiiatioim duct are- baseu up n 
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3.3 LIMITINd CONDITION POR OPERATION 4.3 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

3. (a) Control rod withdrawal sequences shall be 
established so that maximum reactivity that 
could be added by dropout of any increment 
of any one control blade would not result 
in a peak fuel enthalpy in excess of 
280 cal/gm.  

(b) Whenever the reactor is in the startup or 
run mode below 20% rated thermal power, 
the Rod Worth Minimizer shall be operable.  
A second operator or qualified technical 
person may be used as a substitute for an 
inoperable Rod Worth Minimizer which fails 
after withdrawal of at least 12 control rods 
to the fully withdrawn position. The Rod 
Worth Minimizer may also--be bypassed for low 
power physics testing to demonstrate the 
shutdown margin requirements of specifications 
3.3.A.1 if a nuclear engineer is present and 
verifies the step-by-step rod movements of 
the test procedure.

3. (a) To consider the rod worth minimizer 
operable, the following steps must be 
performed: 

(i) The control ro. withdrawal sequence 
for the rod worth minimizer computer 
shall be verified as correct.

((ii) The rod worth minimizer computer 
on-line diagnositc test shall be 
successfully completed.

(iii) Proper annunciation of the select 
error of at least one out-of-sequence 
control rod in each fully inserted 
group shall be verified.  

(iv) The rod block function of the rod 
worth minimizer shall be verified 
by attempting to withdraw an out
of-sequence control rod beyond the 
block point.

(b) If the rod worth minizer is inoperable 
while the reactor is in the startup or 
run mode below 2 0rated thermal power 
and a second independent operator or 
engineer is being used, heshall verify 
that all rod positions are correct 
prior to commencing withdrawal of each 
rod group.  

Change No.  
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3.3 LIMITING CONDITIONS MaOR 0?,iATION I4.3 SURVEIILANCE REQUIEDMNTS

4. Control rod shall not be withdrawn for 
startup or refueling unless at least two 

source range channels have an observed 

count rate equal to or greater than three 

counts per second.

"5. During operating with limiting 
patterns, as determined by the 
engineer, either:

control rod 
nuclear

a. Both RBM channels shall be operable; or 

b. Control rod withdrawal shall be blocked; or 

c. The opro-ting power level chall bo 
limited co tho the N'CU- vill 
rennin abovc I.. 07 e=znwninn a 
sinclo error that r-suito in 
complete withdrai:al of any zinglo 
oparable control rcd.

4. Prior to control r9d withdrawal for startup 
or during refueling verify that at least two 

source range channels have been observed 

count rate of at least three counts per 
second.  

5. When a limiting control rod pattern exists, 

an instrument functional test of the RBn! 

shall be performed prior to withdrawal of 

the deslgnated rod(s) and daily thereafter.

57A
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indiLctiVe of a generic coot.;l r': d:.e D2 
problem nnd the re.actor will be shutdiwn.  

Aisc- if dalr.age within the contrQl rcl dlIvt 

r~ec.2aism and in particular, cl.ýc•S in drive 

intornal housings. cannot be ruleC Cut, then a 

gen(:ric problem aftfecting a nv.,-`.cr of drivcs 

cannot be ruLed out. Circumferential cracks 
resulting from stress assisted intergranular 
corrosion have occurred in the collet housing 
of drives at several BWRs. This type of 

cracking could occur in a nr=-ber of drives 
and if the cracks propagated until severance 
of the coilet housing occurred, scram could 
be prevented in the affected rods. Limiting 
the period of operation with a potentially 
severed collet housing and requirin3 increased 
surveillance after detecting one stuck 
rod will assure that the reactor will not 
be operated with a large number of rods with 
f'ailed collet hcusings.  

L, Ci-ntrci Rod Withdrawal 

I. Control rod -;rcp,.ut acc-dents as discus.-d 
in the SAR car, l(ad to signific.nt core 
ew; "ge. If coupling integrity is rin:.-rei, 
tl'e pcssibility of a rod drcrp,ýut acciJent is 
eliminated. The overtravel position .--3ture 
providees a positive check as c::iy u-zoupled 
ciri':es may reach this position. .,.,t-rcn 
inst•rumentation response to rod rncve-znt 
provides a verification that the re.4 i. fcl" 
lowing its drive. Absence of such response 
to drive movement would provide cause for 
suspecting a rod to be uncoupled and stuck.  
Restricting recoupling verifications to power 
levels above 20Z provides assurance that a 
rod drop during a recoupling verification 
would not result, in a rod. drop accident 
more severe than analyzed.  

2. The control rod housing support restricts 
the outward movement of a control rod to 
less than 3 inches in the extremely rea-cte 
event of a housing failure. The =z-,unt of 
•-eactivity which cuuld be added by this i

s.am iount of =~d withdrawal, which is less 
than a normal single withdrawal increenu wili 
not contribute to any da:.age to the pri:..a..  
coolant systeP. The design ba,.is is given in 
Section 6.6.1 of the SAR, and the dsivr, evalua
tion is tiLven in Section 6.6.3. ThiAs sjpp.rt 
is not required if the reactor coolant system 
is at atfr.osrheric pressure since there would 
then be no driving force to rapidly eject a 
drive housing. Additionally, the support is 

not required if all control ":--.s are fully 
inserted and if an adequate shutdcwn margin 
with one control rod withdrawn has been demon

strated since the reactor would remain subcritical 

even in the event of complete ejection of the 

strongest control rod.  

3. Control rod withdrawal and insertion s rca;s are 

established to assure that the maxinurn itasequcncu 
individ&,al control rod or control rod sV,,er..;: 

which zre withdrawn could not be ":orth crough to 

result in a peak fuel enthalpy of 280 cal/gm 
.• they w-re - o dran catz of the e.  

in the r.;nner defined for the !R d Drop Aczidett.' 

Thes.e sequences are developed prior to 
opcration of the unit follow~ng a=.y refueling outige 

and the requiren.tnt that an opsrator follcw these 

zezuence: is backed up by the operation of the RU.-.  

These sequences are developed to limit 

reactivity worths of control rods and 
together with the integral 
red v-1ociy :iý.:iters and the e:=icn of thr:! co'.trol 
rod diive system; limit prtential reacti'ity 

b.sc:tion such t.;at tLe results of a c1:. ,! rod 
dron accident will not exceed a mai.nta fuel energy.  
conta-nt of 2S6 ca!/gai. The peak fuel enthaipy of 

2&0 cal/g'i is below the energy content, 425 cal/gm, 

which rapid fuel dispersal and primary system damage have 

been feu:id Lo occur based on experinental data as 
is discussed in Reference I.  

The analysis of the zkentro! rcd drop acciJenc was 

originally presented in Scctior.s 7.9.3. 14.2.1.2 

and 14.2.1.4 of the Safety Analysis P.cpr't. I=,rove
ments in analytical capability have allowed a more 

ref ined 'analysis of the control rod drop accidat.  

Amendment No. :i3", ', 43
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Bases (cont'd) 

These techniques Ve described rin a 
topical p and .w supple
ments. MZ N In addition, a banked reload 
position withdrawal sequence described 

in Reference (4) has been developed 
to further reduce incremental rod 
worths.  
By using the analytical models 
described in those reports coupled 
with conservative or worst-case input 
parameters, it has been determined 

I that for power levels less than 20W 
of rated power, the specified limit (typically 1.3% OK] 

on insequence control rod or control 
rod segment worths will limit the peak 

fuel enthalpy to less than 280 cal/gm.  

Above 20% power even single operator 
errors cannot result in out-of-sequence 
control rod worths which are sufficient 
to reach a peak fuel enthalpy of 280 
cal/gm should a postulated control rod 
drop accident occur.  

(1)Paone, C.J., Stirn, R.C. and Wooley, 
J.A., "Rod Drop Accident Analysis for 
Large Boiling Water Reactors", 
NEDO-10527, March 1972.  

(2)Stirn, R.C., Paone, C.J., and Young, 
R.M., "Rod Drop Accident Analysis for 
Large BW-RF' s", Supplement 1 - NEDO
10527, July 1972 

(3)Stirn, R.C., Paone, C.J., and Haun, 
J.M., "Rod Drop Accident Analysis for 
Large BWR's Addendum No. 2, Exposed 
Cores", Supplement 2-NEDO 10527, 
January 1973,

The following' parameters and worst-case 
bounding assumptions have been utilized in the 
analysis to determine compliance with the 
280 cal/gm peak fuel enthalpy.  

Details of this analysis are 
contained in Reference 6. Each core reload will be 
analyzed to show conformance to the limiting para
meter$A 

a. An inter-assembly .local power peaking 
factor(5) 

b. The delayed neutron fraction chosen 

for the bounding reactivity curve.  

c. A beginning-of-life Doppler reactivity feed- I 
back.  

d. Scram times slower than the technical 
Specification rod scram insertion rate 
(Section 3.3.2.1) 

e. The maximum possible rod drop velocity 
(3.11 ft./see.) 

f. The design accident and scram reactivity 
shape function.

g. The minimum moderator temperature to reach 
criticality.

(4) C.J. Paone, "Banked Position Withdrawal 
Sequence" Licensing Topical Report 
NEDO-2123, January 1977.  

(5)To include the power spike effect caused by gapt 
between fuel pellets.

(6)Generic Reload Fuel Application 
NEDE-24011-P-A, August 1978

62aChange No. ; 
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Bases (coa' d) 

It is recognized that these bounds are 

conservative with respect to expected 

operating conditions. If any one of the 

above conditions is not satisfied, a more 

detailed calculation will be done to show 

compliance with the 280 cal/gm design limit.  

In most cases the worth of insequence 
rods or rod segments 

in conjunction with the actual 

values of the other important accident analysis 

parameters described above would most likely 

result in a peak fuel enthalpy substantially less 

than the 280 cal/gm design limit.  

Should a control drop accident result in a peak 

fuel energy content of 280 cal/gm less than 

660 (7 x 7) fuel rods are conservatively 

estimated to perforate. This would result in an 

of fsite dose well below the guideline value of 

10CFR 100. For 8 x 8 fuel, less than 850 rods 

are conservatively estimated to perforate with 

nearly the same consequences as for the 7 x 7 

fuel case because of the rod power differences.

The Rod Worth Minimizer provides automatic 
supervision to assure that out of sequence 

control rods will not be withdrawn or inserted; 

i.e., it limits operator deviations from planned 

withdrawal sequences. Ref. Section 7.9 SAR.  

it serves as a backup to proceMural control of 

control rod worth. In the event that the Rod 

Worth Minimizer is out of service, when required, 

a licensed operator or other qualified 

technical employee can manually fulfill the 

control rod pattern conformance functions of the 

Rod Worth Minimizer. In this case, procedural 

control is exercised by verifying all- control ( 
rod positions after the withdrawal of each 

group, prior to proceeding to the next 

group. Allowing substitution of a second 

independent operator or engineer in case

of RWM inoperability recognizes the capability 

to adequately monitor proper rod sequencing in 

an alternate manner without unduly restrict

ing plant operations. Above 20%*power, there is 

no requirement that the RWM be operable since 

the control rod drop accident with out-of

sequence rods will result in a peak fuel 

energy content of less than 280 cal/gm. To 

assure high RWH availability, the RUM is 

requried to be operating during a startup 

for the withdrawal of a significant number 

control rods for any startup after June 1, 1974.( 

4. The Source Range Monitor (SPM) system performs 

no automatic safety system function; i.e., it 

has no scram function. It does provide the 

Change No. 62b 
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operator with a visual indication of neutron 
level. This is needed for knowledgeable arnd 
efficient reactor startup at low neutron level.  
The consequences of reactivity cccidcnts are 
functions of the initial necutron flux. The 
rcquircr~cnt of at le.-st 3 counts per second 
assures that any transient, should it occur 
beghis at or above thle initial vnlue of 1
of ratcd power used in the analys;es of tra-nsients 
frow: cold cotiditionn. One operoble SRM channel 
WOUld bc adequate to monitor the cpproach to 
criticality is inz hotrnugencous puttcrns of 
sca-tered control rod Wi thdraiwal. A inlinirium 
of '..,O operable SRi"I's arc: provided as an added 
cofl:;crvatitsifl.  

h~The R~od BLlock Monitor (RUM4) is dc-signcd.to auto
nh1zically prevent fuel damiage in the event of 
erroneous rod withdrawal73 from locations of high 

pwr density during high power leve!l operation.  
Tw:o chainnels are provided and one of these may ýbe 

by's;cdfron the console for iraintewlrnce and/or 
ten;Ling. Tripping of one of the channvels will block 
erroneotis rod ;,ithdrawal sooni enoulgh to prevan~t fuel 
danmtaýe. 11tis syr-tcnt baclks up the operator wowi-th
dra.:';- rods accordins; to a written scqutence. The 
spcr. rj-d restrictions wiLji oflC- r;1,an il Lit of 

..v~c(! cooservativcly assure thant fuel &r.ma-c 
twill not occur due to rod witiidrjwz 1 errors ahen 
thi-s conedttion existsý, Anien-lnents D/13 and 19/20 

c~~tthe results cf an evzaluation ýýf a rod block 
?:CalLrnfiluire. These arwŽndmcr.LS s!i--1-w that durfng 

rcear~or operation With ccrtai~rt limiting control 
rod llat terns,, thc withidrawal of a <Icrgnated single 
con. rol rod could ru!;tilt in one or ~itre fuel rods 
%jiti 1-:C2,ji less tinan 1.07. During ii;e of such 

it rý. ; ju:dg.".d that testing of the R3:M 
sy:':prior to widhdratwal of suchi rods to assutre 

its (yL'rabi Ii y will a!,.ture that :Un: roper withi
ur (.t oes aot occur. IL is thlid re-ponsibility 

ofrL1 tiac lcear LtigLncer to id1ent.ify thxcse limiting 
pa~tor:;and the dcfe;ignated reels CA~ltlr whecn the 
p.t:mrs are initially estatbiiehd or as th*e-Y 

') :Cto thv occiirrcunce of- ir ipr,;~ble C011" ro1 

A011) -rO ý.WV

C, Scram2 Insertion Timies

I 

I

The control roca eyctc~a. :18 analyzed to bring the 
reactor subcritical at a rate fase enough to 
prevent fuel danare; i.e.; to prevent the HUCI 
f roa becoming less thnn 1.07. the limiting 
power tra-nsient is that resulting from a tur
bine stop valve closure with failure of the 
turbine bypass system. Analysis of -this 
transient show.s that the negative re.3ctivity 
rates resulting from the scraml with Ehe 
average response of all the drives as given in 
t0-c ov specification, provi-de the renluread 
protection, and Ci recains -,reater th4An 
1-07, Referecre- (1) showsr llth control rod 
aucram rea2ctivity =2e in analyzinig tho 

t'a:~~crit, flfcrunec (1) should not. be 
co&:fuse;d wicli the tocial cont rol rod worth, 

13U ', - listed It% zeoin xtr-_:itco.-nts E6 the SAX 
TMc ].11'!.k vzlue, repretsencs thoe ar:ouat. of 
n2cc ivity avallab-le for withdraw-.al in rhe 
colt' cean core, whereas the control rod 

Vtr h-=co-.n in Tktý-crence (1) repre
suct the aret-unt. of reaICtivity availnable for 
insertion (ucranj) in the hot operatin& core.  
Lthe rJieima-z-unc of rt~actlvity to be 
insertz.d --uting a scran is contrulled býy 
permrittio-. tio c.ethan IGZ of the operable 
rods to.!iave- longp 3craua tluras. In the 
a:nalyticn! trieatr.-kniz (f the tr~~;t,371 

mi ~iec. r, are Z'IlhwŽ eoa a notitrija 
esr raaC-i:-z zhc scra~n _ol~nt =nd? Ehe 

start of :,'c-Z ion of Lha_ con-trol. rods. T'his 
is atd~qu;tean omrvtvaw-c comZared 
to 'Jý Lyff-ically ObSerVtnd tu delzay of 
abo~ir 270 ~ifvŽ'd. A~wmoxiTa'ji el7 

~ili5.'C~(I5after nuzrcO- i lu'( rLlches the 

(1) Dr-~donSta~tion Spccitr.1 Rep~ort le. J 
S9 upplonmerit B". Fiaguro t, 
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LEXITIRG CCIDIT-IOI .OR CATI

J. Local LHGR 

During steady state power operation, .the 
linear heat generation rate (LHGR) of any 
rod in any fuel assembly at any axial lc
cat:ion shall not exceed thb m axim,= allcw
able LHGR as calculated by the following 
equation.

wax L -F/md\L

LHGRd - Design LHIGR 
17.5 X-w/ft, 7x7 fuel assemblies 
13.4 kw/ft, 8x8 fuel assemblies 

Ap_ 8x8 R fuel assemblies 
.P ax - Maximum vower saikina 'bnalty

'T 
L 

!f at any

.037 initial core fuel 
- .020 reload I, 7x7 fuel 
- .002x; Rue 

- Total Core Length - 12 ft.  

- txial distance frorn bottom of core 

time during. opera:ion it is dat
ermined by normal surveillance 
that the lim.iting value for LHGR 
is bcin- exceeded, action shall 
be initiated w.ithin 15 rminuzes 
to restore operation to within 

the prcscribed le i:s. If the 

LHGP. is not returned to 
within the prcscrib-d 1.;=;t 
within two (2) hours, the 
reactor shall be brouzihtto 
the Cold Shutdohn condition 

within 36 hours. Suricil
l3nce and corrcsponding action 
shall continuz until reactor 
opelr2't Gil i 'i i:• thc

- n� -

J. Local LEGR 

The UIGR as a function of core 
height shall be checked daily dur
ing reactor operaticn at '> 25% 
rated thermal uoecr.

81C-2
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- -----------.-....... ... .__ I I

1A LI,�IrING CO�WITION FOa OP�ATIO�
_______3______________________CONDITION________FOR_________________

K. MinL-.um Critical Pcjcr Ratio (MCq?) 

During steady state operation, ZMCIR shall be 
greater than or cqual to -

1.24 1.31

UJnnit 2 

(7 x 7 fuel) 

(8 x 8 fuel/8x8R)

at ratcd power and flew. ror core flowes 
other than rated, thcse nc.inal values of 
Z-iCPf shall be increased by a factor of Ff, 

where Kf is as shown in Figure 3.5-2.  

If at any timno during steady state power 

operation, it is determincd that the 

lim.titing value for FCPR is being exceeded, 
action shall be initiated within 15 -inutes 
to restore operation to within the prc
scribed limits. If the steidy state v;CPR 
is not returned to within the. prc:cribcd 
limits within two (2) hours, the rcactor 
shall be brought to the Cold Shutdown con
dition within 36 hours. Surveillance and 
corresponding action shall continue until 
reactor op-aration is within the.prescribed 
1Iunits.

4.5 SU1MVEILL'ANMC REQUIREMEMTS

X. m-inimxm Criti=p! :oq,:-r Rattio (•C ,t 

mCPR -shall be determined daily during a 
reactor poecr cp2ration at > 25V% rated 
thermal po.-:c-, and follow:ing any change in 
pot-r level or dictribution that would 
cauce operation with a 1iLniting control 
rod pattern as dccribad in the bases for 
Specification 3.3.B.5.

Amendment No A, X, 43
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3.5 1_i__tinp Conditions f Operation Bases 

A. core Spray and LPCI Mode of the RUR 

§;rte__m - This specification assures 

that adequate emergency cooling 

capability is available.  

Based on the loss of coolant analyses 

incluoed in References (1) and (2) in 

accordance with 10CYRS0.4 6 and Appen

dix K, core cooling systems provide 

sufficient cooling to the core to 

dissipate the energy associated with 

tho loss of coolant accident, to limit 

the: calculated peak clad temperature 

to less than 2200 0 F, to assure that 

core geometry remains iAtact, to limit 

thz. core wide clad metal-v3ater reaction 

to l.ess than W%, and to limit the cal

culated local metal-water reaction 

to less than 17%.  

.he alllowable repair times are as

tablished so that the average risk rate 

£cr repair would be no greater than 

toe basic risk rate. The meýthod and 

concept are described in Refeketice 

(3). using the results

(I) "Loss-of-Coolant Accident Analysis Report 

for Dresden Units 2, 3 and Quad-Cities 
Units 1, 2 NEDO-24146, September 1978"

developed In this refer
ence, the repair period Is found to be less than 
1/2 the test interval. This nssaumes that the 

core spray and LPCI sul)!yvstcrns constitute a 
I out of 3 systcm, however, the combined ef

fect of the two systems to limit excessive clad 

tempcratures must aho he considcered. The 

test interval .pecifi.d in )-1 .cification -. .5 was 
3 months. TI''rcrorce. an :a i, r !n ' tt'-1.1 ' 

peri(,,l v,%hich minainn the tansic ri-k con-ider

ing :•i14k failurc•s should ih, less- than 4.5 days 

and this ip-ci'ica'ion is withhm this period.  

For m,,t iple fnaiiurc.. a 4-h,:r:er 'a:-val is 

specified :100 tn iinprov' 'he as..urance that 

the :em i n .vstreinf ",%ill fu:nction. a clail' 
test is c-!lled for. -\'t:•c,.h it i rec n i-,cd 
that thc h.:f;ori'ain given ia t'cfel-cnce 1, pro-.  

vides a quantitative mc-thod to est i.-te allow

ahl! repair times, the lack or oper'ating data to 

st;ppoct the anmlytical approach pIrencts coin

plcte acc ;,tanc" of th:-s s ethod at this time.  

Tbe' -fforC. the :in'es .gtate, i;. the sp;-Cifie 

item:; were establisted - ith due regard to 

judgnient.  

Shcnild otre core spray sub.y.stem become in

op•ir',bte. the re:nain:..g core spray and the 

entiwc L*2CI systcm are available should the 

(2) Vt.'.O-20566, Guneral Electric 
Comrpany Aalytical 1odel for Loss

Of--coolait nalysis in Accordance 
.;ith 10CFP,5O Appendix K.  

(3) AP'1D-"GUidelin,,:s for Determining 
.ole Trest :tervals and Repair 
':ims for cnFincered SjAfegguards" 
April 19,9, I.M.. Jacobs and 
P!.W. Marriott:.
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3.6 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATICS

4 * 6 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREKEPT
an orderly rhutdown shall be initiated 
and the reactor shall be in a Cold 
Shutdown condition within 24 hours.  

B. Safety and Relief Valves 

1. During reactor power operating conditions 
and whenever the reactor coolant pressure 
is greater than 90 psig and temperature 
greater than 3200,. all eight of the 
safety valves shall be operable. The 
solenoid activated pressure valves shall 
be operable as required by Specification 
3.5.D.  

2. If Specification 3.6.E.1 is not met, an orderly shutdown shall be initiated and the reactor coolant pressure and temperature shall be ,90 psig and _320*F within 24 hours.

iiiLI - i i I _

E. Safety and Relief Valves 

A minimum of 1/2 of all safety valves 
shall be bench checked or replaced with 
a bench checked valve each refueling 
outages. The popping point -f the 
safety valves shall be set as follows:

Numoer of valves Set Point (Psi 
I 1115* 
2 1240 

1250 
1220 2 1260 

The allowable set point error for each valve is ±1% 

All relief valves shall be checked for set pressure each refueling outage. The set pressures shall be: 
Number of valves Set Point (Psig)

1115* 
4.1130 

2 1135 
*Target Rock comb1ination safety/relief valve 

Amendment No. X, 43
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REG(, t qq UNITED STATES 
f•,O• ~NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSI•• 

0 WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

SUPPORTING AMENDMENT NO. 43 TO OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-19 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON 

DRESDEN NUCLEAR POWER STATION UNIT 2 
DOCKET NO. 5U-237 

1.0 Introduction 

Commonwealth Edison (the licensee) has proposed changes to the 

Technical Specifications of Operating License DPR-19 for Dresden 

Nuclear Power Station, Unit Z. The changes are proposed in con

junction with the replacement of 160 fuel assemblies constituting 

refueling of the core for seventh cycle operation at power levels 

up to 2527 MWt (100% power).  

In support of the application, the licensee has provided the General 

Electric (GE) BWR Reload 4 licensing submittal for Dresden 2 (Refer

ence 1), proposed Technical Specification changes (Reference 2), 

information on the Dresden 2 Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) analysis 

(Reference 3), and additional information related to the refueling 

(References 4, 5, 19 and 20).  

This reload is the first for Dresden 2 which involves loading of GE 

8x8 retrofit (8x8R) fuel. The description of the nuclear and mechan

ical design of the 8x8R fuel and the older design 8x8 fuel is contained 

in GE's licensing topical report for BWR reloads (Reference 6).  

Reference 6 also contains a complete set of references to topical 

reports which describe GE's analytical methods for nuclear, thermal

hydraulic, transient and accident calculations, and information 

regarding the applicability of these methods to cores containing 

7x7, 8x8, and 8x8R fuel. Portions of the plant-specific data, such 

as operating conditions and design parameters which are used in 

transient and accident calculations, have also been included in 

Reference 6.  

The staff's safety evaluation (Reference 8) of the GE generic reload 

licensing topical report has concluded that the nuclear and mechanical 

design of the 8x8R fuel, and GE's analytical methods for nuclear, 

thermal-hydraulic, and transient and accident calculations as applied 

to mixed cores containing 7x7, 8x8, and 8x8R fuel are acceptable.  

Approval of the nuclear and mechanical design of 8x8 fuel was origi

nally based on information in Reference 7 and expressed in the staff's 

evaluation (Reference 9) of that document.  

790607001ioi •
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Based on the staff's review, the plant-specific input data for tran

sient and accident analyses presented in Reference 6 are acceptable 

(Reference 8). Additional plant and cycle-dependent data and informa

tion are provided in Reference 1, which closely follows the outline of 

Appendix A of Reference 6.  

Because of the staff's review of a large number of generic considera

tions related to use of 8x8R fuel in mixed loadings with 8xW and 7x7 

fuel, and on the basis of the evaluations which have been presented 

in Reference 8, only a limited number of additional areas of review 

have been included in this safety evaluation report. These include 

the plant and cycle-specific input data and results presented in 

Reference 1, the physics startup test program described in Reference 5, 

the proposed modifications to the Technical Specifications, and those 

items requiring special attention during reload reviews.  

For evaluations of issues not specifically addressed in this safety 

evaluation report, the reader is referred to Reference 8.  

2.0 Evaluation 

2.1 Nuclear Characteristics 

For Cycle 7 operation of Dresden 2, 160 fresh bx8R bundles of type 

265L will be loaded into the core (References 1 and 4). The remainder 

of the 724 fuel bundles in the core will be 7x7 and 8x8 fuel loaded 

for earlier cycles. Approval of the nuclear characteristics of 

these fuel types has been given in References 8 and 9.  

For the core design presented in Reference 4, the licensee has eval

uated the shutdown capabilities of their control rod system and 

standby liquid control system during Cycle 7. Based upon our review 

of these evaluations, we conclude that these shutcown capabilities 

are acceptable throughout Cycle 7.  

2.2 Thermal -Hydraulics 

2.2.1 Fuel Cladding Integrity Safety Limit MCPR 

As stated in Reference 8, for BWR cores which reload with GE's retro

fit bx8R fuel, the allowable minimum critical power ratio (MCPR) 

resulting from either core-wide or localized abnormal operational
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transients, is equal to 1.07. With this MCPR safety limit, at least 

99.9% of the fuel rods in the core are expected to avoid boiling 

transition during these transients.  

The 1.07 safety limit minimum critical power ratio (SLMCPR) proposed 

by the licensee represents a .01 increase from the previous 1.06 

SLMCPR. The basis for the revised safety limit is addressed in 

Reference 6. This change continues to meet the recommendations of 

Standard Review Plan 4.4 and on that basis has been found acceptable 

in Reference 8. Modifications to the Technical Specification have 

been incorporated per this finding.  

2.2.2 Operating Limit MCPR 

Various transient events could reduce the MCPR from its normal 

operating value. To assure that the fuel cladding integrity safety 

limit 14CPR will not be violated during any abnormal operational 

transient, the most limiting transients have been reanalyzed by the 

licensee to determine which event results in the largest reduction 

in critical power ratio. Each of the events has been conservatively 

analyzed for each of the fuel types and for the full range of exposure 

through the cycle.  

The transient events analyzed were load rejection without bypass, 

feedwater controller failure, loss of 145 0 F feedwater heating and 

control rod withdrawal error.  

The calculational methods, which include cycle-independent initial 

conditions and transient input parameters, are described in Refer

ence 6. Our acceptance of the values used and related transient 

analysis methods appear in Reference 8. Supplemental cycle-dependent 

and transient input parameters used in the analysis appear in the 

tables in Section 6 and 7 of Reference 1. Our evaluation of the 

methods used to develop these supplementary transient input values 

have already been addressed and appear in Reference 8. The overall 

transient methodology, including cycle-independent transient analysis 

inputs, provides an adequately conservative basis for the determina

tion of transient reductions in CPR.  

Calculated system responses and reductions in CPR during each of the 

operational transients have been provided in Reference 1. The fol

lowing table gives the limiting CPR reduction, the event for which 

the limiting reduction in CPR occurs, and the required operating 

limit MCPR for each fuel type:

A
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Operating 

Fuel Type Most Severe CPR Reduction Limit MCPR 

7x7 0.17 (Load Rejection Without Bypass) 1.24 

8x8 0.24 (Load Rejection Without Bypass 1.31 

and Control Rod Withdrawal Error) 

8x8R 0.24 (Load Rejection Without Bypass 1.31 
and Control Rod Withdrawal Error) 

Thus, when the reactor is operated in accordance with the above 

operating limit MCPRs the 1.07 SLMCPR will not be violated in the 

event of the most severe abnormal operational transient. This is 

acceptable to the staff per the finding of the previous section.  

On this basis, operating limit MCPR Technical Specifications have 

been established.  

In the analysis of the rod withdrawal error (RWE), flow biased upscale 

rod block monitor (RBM) setpoints are established to assure that the 

safety limit MCPR is satisfied. Therefore, this setpoint is specified 

in the Technical Specifications. On the basis of the acceptance of 

RWE analysis methods in Reference 8, we find the calculated CPR reduc

tion and RBM setpoint for the RWE acceptable.  

Fuel loading errors which could result in violation of the MCPR limit 

have been analyzed (Reference 1) by methods described in Reference 6 

and approved by the staff in Reference 8. Reference 1 states that 

these analyses show that no fuel loading error could lead to a MCPR 

less than 1.07.  

Therefore, based on the licensee's analyses of anticipated transients 

and fuel loading errors using acceptable methods and input, and con

sidering the incorporation of an appropriate rod block monitor set

point into the Technical Specifications, we conclude that the operating 

limit MCPRs proposed for Cycle 7 are acceptable.

I
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2.3 Accident Analysis 

2.3.1 LOCA Analyses and MAPLHGR Limits 

The introduction of 8x8R fuel into the Dresden 2 core for the first 
time has required addition of MAPLHGR limits for the 8 DRB 265L fuel 
to the plant Technical Specifications. Concurrent with the intro
duction of 160 8xSR fuel bundles, the licensee has proposed to raise 
MAPLHGR limits for some of the other fuel types in the core based 
on the improved reflood characteristics of BWR/3 cores containing 
fuel with alternate flow path holes drilled in the lower tie plates.  
The new limits have been provided in Reference 2 and are based on 
methods and input described directly or by reference in References 3 
and 6.  

Dresden 2 is one of four Commonwealth Edison BWRs which reference lead 
plant analyses for the Duane Arnold BWR/4. Quad Cities Unit 1, which 
is another of the licensee's BWRs, recently refueled with 192 8x8R 
fuel bundles and requested new MAPLHGR limits based on the improved 
reflood characteristics mentioned above and referencing the same ECCS 
analyses (Reference 3) as Dresden 2. Staff acceptance of the Refer
ence 3 MAPLHGRs for Quad Cities I is documented in Reference 15.  

Except for the differing numbers of 8x8R fuel bundles with their 
drilled lower tie plates, Dresden 2 and Quad Cities I are identical 
with regard to ECCS and LOCA response characteristics. Because the 
Reference 3 analyses assumed 156 8x8R drilled bundles in arriving 
at the MAPLHGR limits for the Quad Cities and Dresden 2/3 family of 
BWRs, these limits are expected to be conservative for cores with 
better reflooding characteristics (i.e., for Quad Cities 1 with 
192 drilled fuel bundles or for Dresden 2 with 160).  

The Reference 3 analyses and the proposed MAPLHGR limits are based 
on the assumption that the worst single failures during small and 
large break LOCAs for loop selection logic plants such as Dresden 2 
are the failure of a HPCI pump and the failure of a LPCI system in
jection valve respectively. GE has recently responded (Reference 16) 
to staff concerns that the loss of a DC power source could be a more 
limiting single failure for either large or small break LOCAs than 
the failures previously assumed. GE has concluded, based on bounding 
plant analyses, that for Dresden 2 type plants peak clad temperature 
(PCT) during the limiting small break LOCA may be larger if a DC
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power source fails than if a HPCI pump fails, but that the DBA break 

PCT would be limiting overall. They have also concluded that the 

limiting (DBA) LOCA PCT with failure of a LPCI system injection valve 

would be higher than that assuming failure of a DC power source. Plant 

specific analyses for Dresden 2 were not referenced by GE in Refer

ence 16.  

The staff is reviewing the acceptability of these conclusions on 

a generic basis. We have also obtained additional information on the 

subject related specifically to Dresden 2 (References 19 and 20).  

The additional information includes results of Dresden 2 Cycle 7 

specific LOCA analyses which assumed loss of a DC power source. The 

licensee stated that the ECC systems assumed operable in the Reference 

16 analyses would be operable for Dresden 2 if a DC power source should 

fail. These conclusions depend upon the findings by GE and the licensee 

regarding the ECC systems which would remain available upon loss of a DC 

power source.  

Based on our review of Reference 16 to date, and the additional informa

tion in Reference 19, we conclude that for large break LOCAs the margin 

between the Reference 3 Dresden 2 PCT and the bounding plant PCT pre

dicted by GE in Reference 16 is large enough that the Reference 3 PCT 

will remain valid after completion of our generic review. We also 

conclude that for small break LOCAs at Dresden 2 the PCT will not exceed 

the value obtained in the ReferenCe 20 analyses.  

In summary, we believe that the MAPLHGRs proposed for Cycle 7 adequately 

take into account the effects of drilled lower tie plates in the 8x8R 

fuel as addressed in Reference 15, and that all requirements of 10 CFR 

50.46 and Appendix K to 10 CFR 50.46 will be met when Dresden 2 is oper

ated in accordance with these MAPLHGRs. We, therefore, find that the 

proposed changes to the Technical Specification MAPLHGRs are acceptable, 

under the condition stated in the previous paragraph.  

2.3.2 Control Rod Drop Accident 

The analysis of the control rod drop accident (CRDA) has been per

formed on a generic (bounding analysis) basis. In our safety evalua

tion (Reference 8) of GE's generic reload methods (Reference 6), we 

concluded that the bounding analysis basis is acceptable with the 

provision that the key input parameters for a plant-specific reload 

are conservatively bound by the analysis assumptions. In the plant

specific reload application (Reference 1), the licensee has shown 

that the maximum incremental control rod worth is conservatively 

represented in the bounding analysis, which is acceptable.

4F
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2.3.3 Fuel Loading Error 

The effect of postulated fuel loading errors on fuel thermal limits 

has been analyzed by the licensee using the new analytical methods 

developed by GE (References 10 and 11) and approved by the staff 

(Reference 12). These analyses indicate that the safety limits on 

MCPR and LHGR will not be violated by the most severe fuel misloading 

which could occur during Dresden 2 Cycle 7 operation. Based on the 

use of accepted methods and the result that safety limits will not 

be violated, we find the operation of Dresden 2 during Cycle 7 ac

ceptable with regard to fuel loading errors.  

2.4 Overpressure Analysis 

The overpressure analysis for the MSIV closure with high flux scram, 

which is the limiting overpressure event, has been performed in 

accordance with the requirements of Reference 8. As specified in 

Reference 8, the sensitivity of peak vessel pressure to failure of 

one safety valve has also been evaluated. We agree that there is 

sufficient margin between the peak calculated vessel pressure and 

the design limit pressure to allow for the failure of at least one 

valve. Therefore, the limiting overpressure event as analyzed by 

the licensee is considered accepta~ble on the bases outlined in 

Reference 8.  

2.5 Thermal-HYdraulic Stability 

A thermal-hydraulic stability analysis was performed with the methods 

described in Reference 6. The results show that the channel hydro

dynamic and reactor core decay ratios at the least stable operating 

state (corresponding to the intersection of the natural circulation 

curve and 100% rod line on the power-flow map) are below the 1.0 

Ultimate Performance Limit decay ratio proposed by GE.  

The staff has expresssed generic concerns regarding reactor core 

thermal-hydraulic stability at the least stable reactor condition.  

This condition could be reached during an operational transient from 

high power if the plant were to sustain a trip of both recirculation 

pumps without a reactor trip. The concerns are motivated by increasing 

decay ratios as equilibrium fuel cycles are approached and as reload 

fuel designs change. The staff concerns relate to both the conse

quences of operating at a decay ratio of 1.0 and the capability of the 

analytical methods to accurately predict decay ratios.
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The General Electric Company is addressing these staff concerns through 

meetings, topical reports and a stability test program. Although a 

final test report has not as yet been received by the staff for review, 

it is expected that the test results will aid considerably in resolving 

the staff concerns.  

For a previous operating cycle, the staff, as an interim measure, 

added a requirement to the Technical Specifications which restricted 

planned operation in the natural circulation mode. Continuation of 

this restriction will also provide a significant increase in the 

reactor core stability operating margins for the current cycle so 

that the decay ratio is <1.0 in all operating modes. On the basis 

of the foregoing, the staff considers the plant thermal-hydraulic 

stability characteristics to be acceptable.  

2.6 Startup Testing 

A startup test program for Cycle 7 has been submitted by the licensee 

(Reference 5). The purpose of the startup tests in to provide assur

ance that the reload core has been assembled as intended. The li

censee's proposed test program and acceptance criteria provide such 

assurance and are acceptable for Cycle 7 operation.  

2.7 End of Cycle Power Coastdown 

The licensee has proposed an allowance in the Technical Specifications 

to operate Dresden 2 in the coastdown mode when operation at full 

power is no longer possible. As justification for this proposal, the 

licensee has referenced transient analyses performed to justify the 

Quad Cities Unit 1 Cycle 2 coastdown and the Dresden 2 Cycle 6 coast

down (Reference 19).  

These transient analyses (References 17 and 18), performed for nominal 

recirculation flow and feedwater heating, indicate that decreases in 

reactor power and in the void reactivity coefficient during coastdown 

compensate for the reduction in control rod scram effectiveness with the 

result that potential transient MCPR reductions from full power operation 

tend to be larger than those possible during coastdown.  

Based on the trends indicated in the coastdown mode transient analyses 

submitted by the licensee, we believe that the MCPR limits accepted in 

Section 2.2 for rated power and nominal recirculation flow and feedwater 

heating are also acceptable for coastdown operation at nominal recircula

tion flow and feedwater heating. We, therefore, consider the proposed 

coastdown operation at the end of Cycle 7 to be acceptable.
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2.8 Technical Specification Modifications 

Included in Reference I are a number of proposed modifications to 

the Dresden 2 Technical Specifications. Proposed changes which have 

been addressed in the preceding sections include adoption of the 

1.07 Safety Limit Critical Power Ratio (SLMCPR) (Section 2.2.1), 

revision of operating limit MCPRs and adoption of a 107% rod block 

setpoint (Section 2.2.2), revisions in MAPLHGR limits (Section 2.3.1), 

and the license restriction pertaining to end of cycle coastdown 

(Section 2.7). The remaining proposals are evaluated in this section.  

2.8.1 Addition of Limiting Total Peakinq Factor for 8x8R Fuel 

Because of the addition of 8x8R fuel to the Dresden 2 core, a value 

for the limiting total peaking factor (LTPF) for 8x8R fuel has been 

included in the Technical Specifications. The LTPF for a given fuel 

type is the ratio of the design linear heat generation rate to the 

average linear heat generation rate at rated power. The value (2.98) 

of LTPF for 8x8R fuel proposed by the licensee has been derived from 

the 8x8R fuel characteristics described in Reference 6, and the design 

LHGR for 8x8R fuel (13.4 KW/ft). We conclude that the adoption of the 

proposed LTPF for 8x8R fuel provides an acceptable limitation on LKGR 

consistent with the requirements of Reference 8.  

2.8.2 Modifications to Low and Low-Low Water Level Setpoints 

The licensee has also proposed changes in the reactor low water level 

and low-low water level setpoints, and has included an explicit refer

ence point, 360" above vessel zero, as the defined top of the active 

fuel. These changes eliminate any potential ambiguity in the required 

limiting setpoints associated with the different heights of the fuel 

types to be present in the Dresden 2 core during Cycle 7. The proposed 

water level setpoints do not constitute a reduction in safety margin 

because the LOCA analyses which are based on these setpoints have 

always been referenced to vessel zero. Thus, during any LOCA the core 

uncovery time, or reflood time, or PCT would not be affected by the 

change. We, therefore, find the proposed change acceptable.
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2.8.3 Reduction in Lowest Safety Valve Setpoint 

The licensee has proposed to lower the setpoint for opening of the 

lowest of the safety/relief valves from 1125 to 1115 psig. The new 

setpoint with the appropriate +1% tolerance was used in the over

pressure transient analyses (Reference 1). On the basis that the 

criteria for pressurization transients (References 6 and 8) are 

met (Section 2.4) with the modified setpoint, we conclude that the 

proposed change is acceptable.  

2.8.4 LHGR Limits for 8x8R Fuel 

Because of the addition of the 160 8x8R fuel elements, a limit on 

LHGR for this fuel type has been included in the proposed Technical 

Specification changes. The limit proposed, 13.4 KW/ft, has been 

discussed in Reference 6 and found acceptable in Reference 8.  

As explained in Reference 1, a LHGR spiking penalty associated with 

densification has not been included in the proposed Technical Speci

fications, but has instead been included in the transient analyses 

by lowering the safety limit an equivalent amount. We consider this 

acceptable.  

2.8.5 Reduction in the Reactor Power Level Above Which the SLMCPR 

Becomes Effective 

Under the proposed Technical Specifications, the SLMCPR will be in 

effect above 30% rated power instead of 70% rated power as was the 

case previously. The 30% value is considerably more conservative 

than the 70% cut-off which was originally included when minimum 

critical heat flux ratio (MCHFR) was used as a thermal limit. We 

consider the change to be acceptable.  

2.8.6 Limits Associated with Control Rod Drop Accidents 

Two changes in the limiting conditions for operation have been pro

posed to assure that if a control rod drop accident should occur 

the consequences will be within acceptable guidelines.  

First, the 280 calorie/gm design basis limit on the peak fuel enthalpy 

for potential rod drop accidents has been adopted to replace a limit 

on the maximum reactivity worth of a potential dropped rod. Neither

M
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of these limits is a directly observable quantity. However, the 
280 calorie/gm limit is more general than the reactivity worth limit, 
and the licensee has included the various parametric limits which must 
be met by the core design in the proposed bases. Furthermore, the 
bases reference the banked position control rod withdrawal sequences 
(Reference 13) which indirectly impose the appropriate constraints on 
rod withdrawal through the rod-worth minimizer or administrative con
trols. We, therefore, accept the proposed change.  

The second of the proposed limits is the one which requires that ap
propriate control rod withdrawal sequences be followed up to 20% rated 
power. The basis for this is that generic analyses have shown that 
rod drop accidents from power levels above 20% will not exceed the 
280 calorie/gm limit (Reference 14). The 20% cut-off has been accepted 
generically and we conclude that it is also acceptable for Dresden 2.  

3.0 Environmental Considerations 

We have determined that the amendment does not authorize a change in 
effluent types or total amounts nor an increase in power level and 
will not result in any significant environmental impact. Having made 
this determination, we have further concluded that the amendment 
involves an action which is insignificant from the standpoint of 
environmental impact and pursuant to 10 CFR §51.5(d)(4) that an 
environmental impact statement or negative declaration and environ
mental impact appraisal need not be prepared in connection with the 
issuance of this amendment.  

4.0 Conclusions 

We have concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that: 
(1) because the amendment does not involve a significant increase in 
the probability or consequences of accidents previously considered and 
does not involve a significant decrease in a safety margin, the 
amendment does not involve a significant hazards consideration, 
(2) there is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the 
public will not be endangered by operation in the proposed manner, and 
(3) such activities will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's 
regulations and the issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to 
the common defense and security or to the health and safety of the 
public.

Date: April 24, 1979
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UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

DOCKET NO. 50-237 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY 

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF AMENDMENT TO PROVISIONAL 
OPERATING LICENSE 

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has issued 

Amendment No. 43 to Provisional Operating License No. DPR-19, issued to 

Commonwealth Edison Company (the licensee), which revised the license and 

its appended Technical Specifications for operation of Dresden Nuclear Power 

Station, Unit No. 2 (the facility) located in Grundy County, Illinois. The 

amendment is effective as of its date of issuance.  

The amendment (1) authorizes operation with 160 8 x 8 R fuel assemblies, 

(2) incorporates operating limits based on plant specific analyses for 

Reload No. 4, and (3) modifies License Condition 3.F to revise end-of-cycle 

coastdown limits for Cycle 4 conditions.  

The application for the amendment complies with the standards and 

requirements of the Atomic Epergy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act), and 

the Commission's rules and regulations. The Commission has made appropriate 

findings as required by the Act and the Commission's rules and regulations in 

10 CFR Chapter I, which are set forth in the license amendment.  

Notice of Proposed Issuance of Amendment to Provisional Operating 

License in connection with Item (1) above was published in the FEDERAL 

REGISTER on March 6, 1979 (44 FR 12302). No request for a hearing or

79o06070014'
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petition for leave to intervene was filed following notice of the proposed 

action. Prior public notice of Items (2) and (3) above was not required 

since these matters do not involve a significant hazards consideration.  

The Commission has determined that the issuance of this amendment 

will not result in any significant environmental impact and that pursuant 

to 10 CFR §51.5(d)(4) an environmental impact statement or negative declaration 

and environmental impact appraisal need not be prepared in connection 

with issuance of this amendment.  

For further details with respect to this action, see (1) the 

application for amendment dated January 15, 1979, and supplements thereto 

dated March 2, 1979, April 6, 1979, April 12, 1979, and April 20, 1979, 

(2) Amendment No. 43 to License No. DPR-19, and (3) the Commission's related 

Safety Evaluation. All of these items are available for public inspection 

at the Commission's Public Document Room, 1717 H Street, N. W., Washington, 

D. C. and at the Morris Public Library, 604 Liberty Street, Morris, Illinois 

60451. A single copy of items (2) and (3) may be obtained upon request addressed 

to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D. C. 20555, 

Attention: Director, Division of Operating Reactors.  

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland, this 24th day of April, 1979.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Dennis L. Ziemann, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #2 
Division of Operating Reactors


